
Phenomden (Sotaregn)  
Climbin´ in tha name of Jah 

 
 
Getting there (Car): 
The parking area for the Phenomden crag is nearly the same as for the 
area of Sotaregn. Please see page 312 in the Ticino SAC Guidebook on 
how to get there by car (which is the only way getting up there). After 
passing the parkingarea of Claro, the road soon turns into a dirtroad 
(short sections are paved though). It takes a little bit of time to reach the 
parking area, so do not loose patience while on the dirtroad - just keep on 
going, you will not regret it! The toll to use the road after the village of 
Claro ends is now 10.- CHF, so make sure you have enough coins with you. 
GPS Parking:  46.29444, 9.01043 
Höhe:  912,6m 

 
 
 



Approach (5-10min): 
Starting from the parking area (P), pass the big old tree on the left and 
follow a small wall of stones (which is to your left) slightly downhill for 
about 50m until you reach the hiking trail. Cross the hiking trail straight 
into the field of boulders. Scramble up the first boulders and follow the 
fixed rope. Take the left path for the “Phenomden Sector” or the right one 
to the “Steinig” and “Ha de Sound” Sector. 
9 All routes are marked at the bottom of the climb. 
9 60m Rope, 13 Quickdraws 
9 Direction: South -West 

 

 
 
Phenomden (Fixed Rope to small edge): 
Phenomden   8a? Project  30m   **** 
Dschungel,   6b   30m   *** 
 
Steinig (Fixed Rope to small plateau): 
Steinig    5c+   15m   **** 
Oh Was Für En Tag  7b? Project  25m   **** 
 
Ha De Sound: 
Energia    6b   20m   **** 
Sunshine    7a + Project 20m +15m  *** 
Nah Give Up   6c   15m   ** 
Vill Lüüt   5c + 6a  10m + 10m **** 
All Who Seh Life,  7a   20m   *** 
Wänn Lärnemer  6a+   20m   **** 
Cha Nüt Dafür  5c   10m   * 
Gfange    6b+   15m   *** 
Ha De Sound  6b + (6b+)* 15m + 10m *** 
Stah Da (right corner) 7a   15m   ** 
 
Bolted by Fritz Schäfer, Andre Kluge, Kay Unterer, Michael Vollmer (2015 -2017) 
Contact: klugeandre@web.de, fritz_schaefer@gmx.de  

Sektoren: 

Phenomden (8a?, 6b) 

 

Steinig (5c+, 7b?) 

 

Ha de Sound (6b, 7a+?, 6c, 
5c+6a, 7a, 6a+, 5c, 6b+, 
6b+6b+, 7a) 
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